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Software Release Provides NEXUS Series Users with Exciting New Features
New features include a confidence monitor, instant video preview, and video clip editor
Holt, MI — September 10, 2014 — LEIGHTRONIX has released a free software update for its NEXUS® series
servers, giving users added functionality. Adding new features and updating existing features based on customer
feedback, LEIGHTRONIX is pleased to release the latest version of the WinLGX™ scheduling software at no cost to
NEXUS series users.
Confidence Monitor—The latest version of the WinLGX scheduling software comes with a new confidence
monitor feature. The confidence monitor allows users to ensure the quality of MPEG files as they are being
recorded by their NEXUS series servers’ broadcast MPEG recorders. Once the broadcast MPEG recorder begins
to capture an event, the recorded video will display on the confidence monitor after a user-specified delay of 5 to
90 seconds while the server continues to carry out the recording. With this new capability, users can check the
video quality of the event being captured and ensure there are no issues with the recorded content.
Instant Video Preview—MPEG files on NEXUS series USB and NAS storage devices and users’ local storage
areas can now be displayed in the new WinLGX instant video preview monitor window. The preview monitor can
be conveniently accessed when selecting MPEG files for scheduled or immediate playback, as well as when using
the WinLGX storage manager and library resource view windows. Controls on the preview monitor window provide
the ability to scrub or jump to different sections of the video, allowing users to quickly check video content.
Video Clip Editor—Once video content has been added to a NEXUS series video server, users are able to both
preview and trim the video within the new WinLGX video clip editor. The preview monitor included on the video clip
editor window allows users to perform a non-destructive trim of video content without using an external monitor
or interrupting the playback of NEXUS series MPEG players. Users can also scrub through content in the preview
monitor, allowing them to quickly find and set in and out points within the video.
The new software update is completely free and can be accessed by users registered on the LEIGHTRONIX
Support Center website. For more information about these updates or information on any of our other products,
contact a LEIGHTRONIX solutions specialist at sales@leightronix.com or by calling (800) 243-5589.
About LEIGHTRONIX, INC.
LEIGHTRONIX is recognized as an industry leader in specialty video equipment design and manufacturing, including
digital video solutions that include servers, encoders, and decoders, television automation, live and video-on-demand
streaming media, IPTV, and remote equipment control. A model of stability and longevity in the quickly evolving
professional video market, LEIGHTRONIX continues to set standards in product value and versatility that exceed
customer expectations in both product performance and support. The company’s cutting-edge, quality equipment at
affordable prices have made LEIGHTRONIX one of the most trusted names in the video communications industry for
over 30 years. For more information, visit www.leightronix.com.
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